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BACKGROUNDINFORMATION
• Michigan has set an initial operational goal of vaccinating 70% of residents 16 years and older, or
about 5.6 million people.
• Statewide polling conducted in December showed only 52% were willing to get the vaccine when it is
available.

• Our data shows a gap of roughly 1 million people who are vaccine-eligible who remain hesitant to
receive it.
• While currently demand of the vaccine appears to exceed supply, we expect to quickly shift to a
position of supply exceeding demand and the need to educate and encourage more people to get the
vaccine.
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• The common reasons cited for not getting a vaccine involve safety, effectiveness and trust.

• The Michigan Department of Health & Human Services has created a vaccination campaign based on
extensive research of various demographic groups, directly targeted to assuage the concerns shared
by residents who self-identified as ‘vaccine hesitant’.
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ACTIONS WE’RETAKING

• We need to motivate a million Michiganders to get the vaccine.

• Trusted, non-political voices are key in building public support – a unified approach is key.
• We are working to amplify the messages produced by the state because we share the common goal of
vaccinating enough Michiganders to get us to herd immunity: the only path to a full economic recovery.

• The assets are customizable: they can be re-branded for your organization. They will be adjusted over time
as public opinion changes.
• We will analyze further focus group data, and conduct another poll to gauge changes in vaccine hesitancies.
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• The state has limited resources to fund a paid ad campaign. By amplifying these vetted, effective public
health messages, our collective reach can get it in front of countless Michiganders.

• Tailored talking points enable all of us to share one focused, tested message that is repeated by different
trusted messengers.
• We’ll conduct webinars to discuss challenges and obstacles as they arise.
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TALKING POINTS
Vaccination is our path back to
normal life and a strong economy.

The vaccine has been proven
safe and effective.

Michigan must win
the race in vaccine adoption.

• I will receive the COVID-19

• I listened to scientists, medical

• Other states are rapidly

researchers and other trusted experts

vaccinating residents, getting

path to fully reopening our state.

before making the decision that I will

back on track quickly to normal

receive the vaccine as soon as

life. We don’t want to fall behind.

• By protecting public health first,
we can shift our focus to
economic recovery.

possible.
• Developing this vaccine included many

• Vaccinating the majority of our
population to reach herd immunity

• It is important that we all get

phases of research, development, and

is the only path to a full economic

both doses of the vaccine.

clinical trials on tens of thousands of

recovery.

diverse volunteers.
• Scientists had already begun research

• K-12 students desperately need to
be back in the classroom. We

for coronavirus vaccines during

already lag behind competing

previous outbreaks caused by related

states for educational

coronaviruses, which provided a head

achievement; now we are facing

start for rapid development of vaccines

critical levels of learning loss.

to provide immunity from COVID-19.
• No steps in the process were skipped
in the development of this vaccine.
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vaccine because it puts us on the

• We have to accelerate vaccine
adoption so all Michigan kids can
get back to face-to-face
instruction.
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SUGGESTED ACTIONS
COMPANY LEADERSHIP
:

MARKETING TEAM:

Share the digital ads to your
company’s social media channels
to amplify the reach of key
messages.

"I can’t wait to get my COVID-19 vaccine
so we can get back to normal life."

As your employees start receiving
vaccinations, encourage them to
send in a photo or video and a
statement explaining their
experience. Share the testimonials
on your social channels, in
newsletters, and more.

"I want Michigan to have a strong,
prosperous economy and not fear a
painful recession like we’ve endured in
the past."
"I want to protect my family and friends,
just as I know you want to protect yours."
"We’ve all been affected by this horrible
virus. We all know people who have
suffered. We’re all in this together. By
receiving the vaccine, we get to move
forward."

Re-post helpful, verified sources of
information posted by health care
organizations on their social
media channels. Examples: Henry
Ford Health System, Spectrum
Health, Blue Cross Blue Shield,
Meijer, Michigan Medicine.

Take a photo when you
receive the vaccine and
post it on social media:
"This is the #doseofhope
we’ve been waiting for –
finally, a light at the end of
the tunnel!"
"I'm so happy and relieved
that I can protect my
family, friends and
employees, and get back to
normal life."
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Share a video message with your
employees and on your social media
channels explaining why you are
personally enthusiastic about the
COVID-19 vaccine:

COMPANY LEADERSHIP:
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FROM BOARD MEMBERS

"We believe the vaccine campaign is critically important,
a major step forward, and a significant milestone in
fighting this pandemic."
Wright Lassiter III, President & CEO, Henry Ford Health System, after
receiving the first dose on Dec. 22, 2020
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"I'm familiar with issues of trust and distrust in the
African American community for issues like this. I'm
here to serve as an example to African Americans in our
state, in this region and in this city and to let them know
I feel very confident in both the safety and efficacy of
this vaccine."

“As a physician, epidemiologist and scientific researcher, I plan to
take the coronavirus vaccine as soon as my turn comes. I am
confident that the vaccines are safe and effective, because I am
confident in the years of scientific work and care behind their
development.”
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Dr. Roy Wilson, President of Wayne State University

THE CAMPAIGN
Examples of messages targeted to those concerned about a
rushed vaccine approval process

•
•
•
•

SOCIAL MEDIA
TV ADS: CABLE + STREAMING
POSTERS + PRINT ADS
DIGITAL
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The journey to a COVID-19 vaccine
began over a decade ago, with research
on previous coronaviruses. Scientists
built on this research to create a safe,
effective COVID-19 vaccine to protect us
all. Discover the facts for yourself at
Michigan.gov/COVIDvaccine

On its journey to FDA approval, the COVID19 vaccine had to pass through the same
thresholds of research & testing as every
other vaccine. Let’s all take the next step
through the door to freedom. Discover the
facts for yourself at
Michigan.gov/COVIDvaccine

Find out more at
Michigan.gov/COVIDvaccine
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THE CAMPAIGN
Examples of messages targeted to those who want to
return to normal life

•
•
•
•

SOCIAL MEDIA
TV ADS: CABLE + STREAMING
POSTERS + PRINT ADS
DIGITAL
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The journey of the COVID-19 vaccine
included many phases of research,
development, and clinical trials on
tens of thousands of volunteers. The
next step is yours. Discover the facts
at Michigan.gov/COVIDvaccine

The COVID-19 vaccine will help us get back
to the lives we love. Let’s spread facts, not
COVID. Learn about the vaccine at
Michigan.gov/COVIDvaccine

Find out more at
Michigan.gov/COVIDvaccine
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AD: THE JOURNEY
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RESOURCES TO SHARE
Michigan
COVID-19
Vaccine
Dashboard

Vaccine
FAQs
Source: Michigan Dept.
of Health and Human
Services

Updated daily around 3
p.m.

Vaccine
FAQs

Nationwide
vaccine
tracker
State-by-state data
from the CDC

What to
expect after
getting a
COVID-19
Vaccine

10 Myths
about the
COVID-19
Vaccine
Source: Henry Ford

Source: CDC

Health System

Source: Spectrum
Health
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QUESTIONS?
CREATIVE ASSETS
AND AD CAMPAIGN :

BOARD MEMBER ACTIONS
OR SUGGESTIONS:
Anna Heaton, VP of Marketing &
Communications, Business Leaders for MI
AnnaH@BusinessLeadersforMichigan.com
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Ellyn Davidson, CEO of Brogan Partners
EDavidson@Brogan.com

DATA AND STATE
RESPONSE:
Gabe Rodriguez-Garriga, SVP, Strategy &
Partnerships, Detroit Regional Partnership
Gabe.Rodriguez@DetroitRegionalPartnership.com
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